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Research aims 

• Our research aims to provide a clear indication of the future of the 
uplift in domestic travel seen since the economic downturn …THE 
STAYCATION  

 

- What drove 2012 behaviour?  

-and how did the Diamond Jubilee and Olympics affect this? 

 
- What will happen in 2013 and beyond? 

 

 



The research approach 

• 1000+ quantitative online interviews 

 

• 17 – 23 September 2012  

 

• c. 15 minute questionnaire 

 

• GB population (18yrs +) 

 

• Included key questions on impact of & attitudes towards economic 
downturn tracked quarterly since Oct 08 

 

 



On-going impact of, and 
attitudes to the Economic 
Downturn 

 

The In-going 
Climate 



Levels of concern over the economy are still high, but falling - with 
families the most concerned 
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making ends
meet

UK one of most
affected

Q1. To what extent do you personally agree or disagree with the following statements 
about the economic downturn or credit crunch? Base:  All respondents  (1000+) 
Differences of c 5% are significant 

Level of agreement with each statement 
% ‘Strongly agree’/ ‘Slightly agree’ with each statement 

Levels of concern slightly 

higher among families, 

and 35-54 yr olds 



An increase in optimism looking forward; 2 in 10 now think we’re 
over the worst – most optimistic men, < 35 yr olds and Londoners 

Level of agreement with each statement 
% ‘Strongly agree’/ ‘Slightly agree’ with each statement 
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Get worse before
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hearing about it

We are over the
worst of it

Q1. To what extent do you personally agree or disagree with the following statements 
about the economic downturn or credit crunch? Base:  All respondents  (1000+) 
Differences of c 5% are significant 

Men, <35 yr olds and Londoners 

more likely than others to think 

we’re over the worst 



Little change in numbers affected by the downturn since March 2011 

Impact of economic downturn (%) 
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Hasn’t affected, 
not worried 

Hasn’t affected, 
but concerned 

Affected a little

Seriously
affected

Q2. Which of the following best describes your feelings about the economic downturn or 
credit crunch?  
Base:  All respondents  (1000+) Differences of c 5% are significant 

Most seriously affected are 35-54 yr old DE families 



Increased optimism/stability over personal finances seen in Feb ‘12 
largely remains.  Men, <35 yr olds, & Londoners most optimistic 

How expect personal financial situation to change in coming year (%) 

Q2b: How  do you think your personal financial situation will change in the coming year?  Base:  All  

(1000+) 
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39% 23% 

Most optimism among <35 yr olds, men, those in Private Sector, those in London 



Supermarket shopping, clothes/ household items and going out key 
targets for cost-cutting. 4 in 10 are spending less on holidays 

Areas cutting back on spend due to economic downturn (%) 
(11% are NOT cutting down) 
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More careful in the supermarket

Buying less clothes, household items, etc

Going out less

More careful with gas/electricity used

Cutting out little luxuries

Spending less on holidays

Using the car less to save fuel

Using a cheaper supermarket

Postponing a major purchase

Putting off home improvements

Changing gas/ electricity supplier

Putting off moving home

Changing bank/where save

Q3.In which, if any, of the following ways are you cutting back the amount you spend due 
to the economic downturn/ recession?   
Base:  All respondents  (1000+) Differences of c 5% are significant 

Spend on holidays most 

likely to be cut by 35-54 yr 

olds and families. 

 

Least likely to be cut by <35 

yr olds and singles 



Holiday spend mainly cut back by taking fewer breaks, though spend 
while on holiday & on accommodation also cut back 
1 in 10 cutting holiday spend by choosing England rather than going abroad 

How cutting back on Holiday spend (%) 
(42% overall are cutting down – figs in chart are re-based on ALL) 
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Taking fewer holidays overall

Not taking any holidays

Spending less on trips, entertainment etc

Choosing cheaper accommodation

Hols in England/UK instead of abroad

Spending less on food and drink on holiday

Going closer to home in England/ UK

Avoiding peak times for holidays

Taking shorter holidays

Choosing cheaper way of travelling

Choosing cheaper aresa  in England/UK

Choosing cheaper destinations abroad

Shorthaul instead of longhaul hols abroad

Q4. How are you cutting back the amount you spend on holidays?  
RE-BASED TO ALL respondents  (1000+) Differences of c 5% are significant 

DEs most likely to cut 

holidays entirely. 

 

ABs most likely to curb 

spending by choosing 

different destinations 



• Concern over the economy is high, 
but continues to decline, with 
increased optimism that we are over 
the worst 

<35 yr old men and Londoners 
are most optimistic 

C2DE families most concerned 
about making ends meet 

 

• However, concern over job security 
stays high and may impact spending 
behaviour 

 

• 4 in 10 are cutting back holiday 
spend, particularly among families 

DEs tending to cut out holidays, 
ABs to choose cheaper 
destinations 

Points to Ponder 



Attitudes to 
holidays/ breaks 
in England 



The proportion liking to take a break in England a great deal has 
remained stable at c 46% over the last 3 years – just 5% dislike 

Overall view of taking a holiday / break in England (%) 

Q24 Overall, how much do you like or dislike taking a holiday/break in England? 

Base: All (1000+) 

% Love/like a 

great deal in: 

2012 2011 2010 

46 46 45 17 29 32 12 5Total

Love it Like great deal Quite like Neither like nor dislike Dislike

Most positive among:  % love/ like a great deal 
 
•  55+ yr olds     50%  
• Couples without children    54%  
• Those in North East and Yorks/ Humbs 61% 

 
Least positive among: 
 
• Singles     38%  
• Those in Scotland    18% 

 
 
 



Most are motivated by discovering new places in England, though 
going back to old favourites remains a positive force  

Attitudes towards taking a holiday / break in England (%) 

Q23  To what extent do you personally agree or disagree with the following statements about taking a 

holiday in England? Base: All (1000+) 

% Agree in: 

2012 2011 2010 
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I love discovering new places in
England

On Eng hols love going back to
favourite places

Taking Eng hols makes me feel
proud of what it has to offer

Strongly agree Slightly agree Neither Slightly disagree Strongly disagree



Attitudes towards taking a holiday / break in England (%) 

Q23  To what extent do you personally agree or disagree with the following statements about taking a 

holiday in England? Base: All (1000+) 

% Agree in: 

2012 2011 2010 

48 53 51 

19 20 19 

25 26 24 
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Eng hols just as enjoyable as
abroad

Eng hols MORE enjoyable than
abroad

Eng hols better value than abroad

Eng hols less hassle  than  abroad

Strongly agree Slightly agree Neither Slightly disagree Strongly disagree

Slight decline in the view that England holidays are just as enjoyable 
as those abroad 



Enjoyment, involvement, and 
their impact on holidays 

2012 Diamond 
Jubilee and Olympic/  
Paralympic Events 



Very high level of enjoyment of the Olympic,  Paralympic  and 
Diamond Jubilee events of 2012, across all ages and social grades 
Women, & families particularly enjoyed the events – the Scots slightly less so 

Extent to which enjoyed events of 2012 (%) 

Q44  How much did you personally enjoy the following events which took place in England during 2012? 

Base: All (1000+) 
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The Olympic Games

The Paralympic Games

The Queen's Diamond Jubilee

The Olympic Torch Relay

The Paralympic Torch Relay

Enjoyed a great deal Enjoyed a little Neither Disliked a little Disliked a great deal



Most watched some coverage of the 2012 events on TV, and an 
amazing 3 in 10 saw the Olympic torch relay in person 
Women slightly more likely than men to have been involved in the events 

% involved in events of 2012 (%) 

Q45  Which of the following did you do during 2012? 

 Base: All (1000+) 
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ANY OLYMPICS/ PARALYMPICS

     ANY OLYMPICS

        Watched some Olympic Games on TV

        Watched some Olympic torch procession on TV

        Saw Olympic torch relay in person

        Went to an Olympic event in London

        Went to an Olympic event elsewhere

    ANY PARALYMPICS

        Watched some Paralympic Games on TV

        Watched some Paralympic torch procession on TV

        Went to a Paralympic event in London

        Saw the Paralympic torch relay in person

        Went to Paralympic event elsewhere

ANY DIAMOND JUBILEE

    Watched some Diamond Jubilee on TV

    Went to a Diamond Jubilee Street Party

    Went to see the Queen on her Diamond Jubilee tour

    Went to an official Diamond Jubilee event

    Went to the lighting of the Diamond Jubilee Beacons

NONE OF THESE



Over 6 in 10 feel more proud to be British as a result of the 2012 
events, even higher among women 

Impact of Diamond Jubilee/ Olympics/ Paralympics on pride in being British (%) 

Q47  Did the Diamond Jubilee/ Olympic/ Paralympic events change how you feel about being British?  

 Base: All (1000+) 
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Made me much more proud to be British

Made me a little more proud to be British

Made no difference to how I feel about being British

Made me a little less proud to be British

Made me much less proud to be British

I am not British

67% of 
women feel 
more proud, 
and 79% of 
those in East 

Mids! 



14% changed holiday plans as a result of the 2012 events, though 
little net impact on London, other England/UK, or abroad 

Impact of Diamond Jubilee/ Olympics/ Paralympics on 2012 holidays (%) 

Q46  What, if any, impact did the Diamond Jubilee/ Olympics/ Paralympics have on your 2012 holidays?  

 Base: All (1000+) 
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No impact

Took more/longer breaks in LONDON

Took fewer/shorter breaks in LONDON

Took more/longer breaks in England/ rest of UK

Took fewer/shorter breaks in England/rest of UK

Took holidays in England/ rest of UK at different times

Took more/longer breaks abroad

Took fewer/shorter holiday/breaks abroad

Took holidays abroad at different times

Chose locations to be able to watch the Jubilee/ Games

Chose locations to avoid the Jubilee / Games



2 in 10 feel more likely to take holidays in England in future as a 
result of the 2012 events – higher among <35 yr olds and Londoners  

Impact of Diamond Jubilee/ Olympics/ Paralympics events on view of taking 
holidays in England in future (%) 

Q48 Did the Diamond Jubilee/ Olympic/ Paralympic events change how you feel about taking holidays in 

England in future?  Base: All (1000+) 
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11 

71 
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Makes me much more likely

Makes me a little more likely

Makes no difference

Makes me a little less likely

Makes me much less likely

Don't know

20% overall: 
 

• 29% among <35 yr olds 
• 25% among Londoners! 



• The Games and Diamond Jubilee of 
2012 were widely enjoyed and saw very 
high levels of involvement 

 

• Though 14% changed holiday plans due 
to the events, no net positive or 
negative impact on England or rest of 
the UK looks likely 

 

• However, the increased pride generated 
by the events has the opportunity to 
have a longer term benefit on domestic 
tourism; 2 in 10 feel likely to take more 
holidays in England in future due to the 
2012 events 

we must reinforce their views to transfer 

intent to reality! 

Points to Ponder 



What happened, and why? 

 

The 2012 holiday 



• GB Domestic holiday trips down 7% 
year on year Jan – July 2012 

1-3 night breaks down 5%, but 12% 
decline in 4+ night breaks 
Source: GB Tourism Survey to June 2012  

 

• Outbound holidays down 2% year on 
year Jan - August 2012 

Source: International Passenger Survey August 2012 

 

2012 to date industry data 



If trips planned by end 2012 take place, there will be an increase in 
domestic trip taking – the challenge is to convert intention to action 
Even if all planned trips to end 2012 take place, those abroad will be down 

  Holidays/ breaks taken so far/ planned in 2012 (%) 
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ENGLAND - ANY

1-3 nights

4-7 nights

8+ nights

OTHER UK - ANY

1-3 nights

4-7 nights

8+ nights

ABROAD - ANY

1-3 nights

4-7 nights

8+ nights

NONE

So far in 2012

Plan by end 2012

Q7a. Which of the following holidays or breaks have you taken so far this year in 2012, or 
are you likely to take between now and the end of 2012? Base: All (1000+) 

Total 

2012 

(%) 

Total 

2011 

(%) 

2012 vs 

2011 

(% pts) 

60 56 +4 

47 37 +10 

24 25 -1 

6 5 +1 

21 19 +2 

15 12 +3 

7 7 - 

3 2 +1 

49 52 -3 

10 7 +3 

23 22 +1 

28 32 -4 

23 21 +2 

Year-on-year decrease 
in volume taking longer 

holidays abroad 

Could be up to 6% 
down if planned trips 
to year end not taken 



The majority taking 2012 England breaks were taking holidays, 
though c. 4 in 10 taking 1-3 night breaks were visiting family/friends 

Reasons for taking 2012 England holidays/ breaks (%) 
(could mention more than one) 
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Taking a holiday/ break

Visiting relatives

Visiting friends

Going to an event in that area

Going to a birthday/ wedding/ celebration

Going to the Olympics

Something else

Q7c. What were your main reasons for taking any (length of holiday) holiday/break in 
England this year?  Base: All taking each length of England holiday (775) 

Special offer,  to go to new place, a 
course, golf break, theme park, 
Xmas/New Year, shopping, family history, 
train trip, charity event, Rotarian, bridge, 
horse racing, graduation, walking, free 
accommodation offered 

1-3 

night 
(476) 

4-7 

night 
(240) 

8+ 

night 
(59) 

55 76 70 

23 16 16 

21 12 16 

16 6 12 

12 5 14 

4 3 6 

6 4 9 



Most taking a 2012 break in England had positive reasons to be in 
England rather than abroad – particularly when taking longer breaks 

MAIN reasons for taking 2012 breaks in ENGLAND rather than 
elsewhere (%) 
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NET: POSITIVE RE ENGLAND

    To return to a place I like

    I like England

    To go somewhere new

    Easy to do at the last minute

    Easier to holiday in England

    Recommended by family/friends

    Wanted to support England

NET: FINANCIAL

    Cheaper than going abroad

    Cost of travel insurance

Is where family/ friends/event are

Change in personal circumstances

Concern over going abroad

Q7e. What was your MAIN reason for taking the (length of holiday) holiday/break in 
ENGLAND rather than elsewhere?  Base: All taking each length of England holiday (775) 

1-3 

night 

(476) 

4-7 

night 

(240) 

8+ 

night

(59) 

56 62 70 

11 20 16 

12 12 13 

9 12 17 

9 5 13 

7 8 5 

6 3 4 

1 2 1 

18 17 12 

17 17 12 

1 1 - 

21 16 14 

4 3 1 

1 1 3 



Positives about England dominate the overall reasons for 2012 breaks 
here rather than abroad, though 3 in 10 cite financial reasons 

ALL reasons for taking 2012 breaks in ENGLAND rather than elsewhere (%) 
(could mention more than one) 
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NET: POSITIVE RE ENGLAND

    I like England

    To return to a place I like

    To go somewhere new

    Easier to holiday in England

    Easy to do at the last minute

    Recommended by family/friends

    Wanted to support England

NET: FINANCIAL

    Cheaper than going abroad

    Cost of travel insurance

Is where family/ friends/event are

Change in personal circumstances

Concern over going abroad

Q7d. And why did you choose to take the (length of holiday) holiday/break in ENGLAND 
rather than elsewhere?  Base: All taking each length of England holiday (775) 

1-3 

night 

(476) 

4-7 

night 

(240) 

8+ 

night

(59) 

73 75 82 

31 29 39 

18 31 37 

20 22 28 

17 25 19 

21 15 26 

10 6 14 

5 8 11 

31 32 29 

30 30 25 

3 5 8 

22 17 14 

6 6 6 

4 5 8 



1 in 4 taking 2012 breaks in England were replacing a break abroad 
…rising to over 1 in 3 among those taking 8+ nights 
(we’ll call these people ‘Switchers’) 

Whether any of the 2012 England breaks taken replaced trips abroad  
(% saying YES) 
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36 

ANY

1-3 night breaks

4-7 night breaks

8+ night breaks

Q8. Did any of the (length of holiday) holidays/breaks in ENGLAND in 2012 replace trips 
that you would normally have taken abroad? Base: All taking each length of England 
holiday (775) 1-3 nights (476) 4-7 night (240) 8+ nights (59) 

Most likely among 18-34 
yr olds (34%) and families 

(30%) 



MAIN reasons for taking 2012 breaks in ENGLAND rather than elsewhere 
AMONG SWITCHERS (%) 
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NET: POSITIVE RE ENGLAND

    To return to a place I like

    I like England

    To go somewhere new

    Easy to do at the last minute

    Easier to holiday in England

    Recommended by family/friends

    Wanted to support England

NET: FINANCIAL

    Cheaper than going abroad

    Cost of travel insurance

Is where family/ friends/event are

Change in personal circumstances

Concern over going abroad

Q7e. What was your MAIN reason for taking the (length of holiday) holiday/break in 
ENGLAND rather than elsewhere? Base: Those taking a 2012 England break which replaces 
one they’d normally take abroad (247) 

ALL taking 

England breaks  
(775) 
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17 

17 
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19 
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Switchers are more likely than all England holiday makers to cite 
financial reasons for taking a break in England rather than abroad 
- though positives about England remain stronger reasons 



Although still positive, there are signs of growing disappointment in 
replacing a holiday abroad with one in England 

Attitudes towards replacing a break abroad with one in England - 2012 (%) 

Q9c. To what extent do you personally agree/disagree with the following statements about 
replacing your holiday abroad with one in England? Base: Those taking a 2012 England 
break which replaces one they’d normally take abroad (247) 

% agreeing in: 

2012 2011 2010 2009 

64 62 68 59 

46 57 56 58 

58 62 67 59 

36 26 32 25 

27 

21 

16 

14 

37 

25 

42 

22 

20 

34 

25 

27 
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14 

15 

14 

6 

5 

3 

22 

I missed taking a holiday abroad

I'm glad I took it in England rather
than abroad

It felt like a nice change

I was very disappointed to have to
take it in England

Strongly agree Slightly agree Neither Slightly disagree  Strongly disagree



In line with the increased disappointment in replacing a break abroad 
with one in England, is an increased wish to go abroad next year 
Though half of Switchers remain motivated to take more England holidays  

Attitudes towards replacing a break abroad with one in England - 2012 (%) 

Q9c. To what extent do you personally agree/disagree with the following statements about 
replacing your holiday abroad with one in England? Base: Those taking a 2012 England 
break which replaces one they’d normally take abroad (247) 

% agreeing in: 

2012 2011 2010 2009 

55 41 49 59 

49 51 61 50 

19 

16 

36 

33 

25 

35 

13 

10 

6 

6 

It made me want to take a
holiday abroad next time

It made me want to take
more holidays in England

Strongly agree Slightly agree Neither Slightly disagree  Strongly disagree

Stronger agreement among 34-54 yr olds (69%) and families (66%)  



Those taking more 1-3 night England breaks in 2012 vs 2011 did so 
due to personal circumstances, finances, and ease of doing so 

Reasons for taking MORE 2012 breaks in ENGLAND than took in 2011 (%) 
CAUTION LOW BASE SIZES – TREAT AS INDICATIVE IF BASE <100 

 

Q14g. You said you’ll have taken more (length of break) England breaks in 2012 than you 
did in 2011.  Why is this? Base: Those saying they’ll take more England breaks in 2012 
than in 2011 * CAUTION LOW BASE SIZES – TREAT AS INDICATIVE IF BASE < 100 

1-3 nights 4+ nights 
Base size 137 97* 

PERSONAL CIRCUMSTANCES 55 34 

    Was visiting friends 22 11 

    Was visiting relatives 21 14 

    Went to a wedding/ celebration 16 11 

    Went to an event in that area 14 8 

    Change in family / personal circumstances 12 9 

    Went to the Olympics 6 7 

FINANCIAL/CHANGED TYPE OF HOL 41 41 

    Was cheaper than going abroad 22 22 

    Took instead of longer holidays 15 10 

    Personal finances improved 8 9 

    Had cut down the previous year 7 3 

    Personal finances got worse 7 4 

    Took instead of shorter holidays 6 6 

POSITIVE RE ENGLAND 41 38 

    Easy to do at the last minute 18 19 

    I like England 14 11 

    Liked previous England holidays 10 17 

    Recommended by family/ friends 9 4 

    Wanted to support England/ English tourism 4 3 

CONCERN OVER GOING ABROAD 2 3 

Something else  6 11 

No real reason/ Just happened that way  12 11 



Reasons for taking LESS 2012 breaks in ENGLAND than took in 2011 (%) 
 

Q14h. You said you’ll have taken LESS (length of break) England breaks in 2012 than you 
did in 2011.  Why is this? Base: Those saying they’ll take less England breaks in 2012 than 
in 2011 

1-3 night 4-7 night 8+ night 

Base size 196 205 193 

Couldn't afford to take 58 59 54 

Change in family / personal circumstances 23 14 13 

No real reason / just happened that way 14 14 14 

Poor weather 12 13 12 

Went abroad instead 7 10 12 

Took shorter holidays in England instead 2 5 9 

Watched the Olympics at home instead 3 2 5 

Went to the Olympics instead 3 3 3 

Took longer holidays in England instead 2 1 1 

Put off by previous holidays in England * 1 2 

Something else 5 4 5 

Those taking less England breaks in 2012 vs 2011 did so primarily 
due to finances preventing them taking the trip(s) 
 - though the weather was blamed by c 1 in 10, and a similar 
proportion went abroad instead  



A word on the 
weather 



16% made changes to their 2012 holiday plans due to the weather; 
either going abroad, or shortening/ cancelling the planned trip 

Impact of the weather on 2012 holidays (%) 

Q49  Did the weather affect the trips you took / that you planned to take in any of the following ways? 

Base: All (1000+) 

53 

32 

16 

5 

4 

4 

3 

2 

2 

No - I didn't make any changes to the trips I took

No - I didn't have plans to take a break in England

YES - ANY IMPACT

       - I went abroad instead

       - I travelled for a shorter length of time than
planned

       - I decided not to take a trip that I might have
taken

       - affected the trip in some other way

       - I cancelled a trip I had already booked

       - I went elsewhere England UK instead of
destination planned

Higher among 18-34 yr olds 
(24%)…more able to change plans?? 



Q9d. Overall, how was the weather on your holiday/ break in England during 2012?  (If you 
took more than one, please answer about the one that was most important to you).  Base: 
Those having taken any England breaks to date in 2012 (523) 

(39%) (50%) (10%) 

Weather on England hol        Good               Mixed          Poor
   

(36%) (55%) (9%) (2010)  

(2009)  

(39%) (54%) (7%) (2011)  

46% 46% 8% 2012 holiday  

Perhaps due to those changing plans, those who took a break in 
England enjoyed similar weather as those in 2011 



Almost 2 in 10 feel put off taking holidays in England next year due 
to 2012’s weather 

Impact of 2012’s weather on taking holidays in England next year (%) 

Q50  Has this summer’s weather affected how you feel about taking holidays in England next year? 

Base: All (1000+) 

77 

19 

4 

No, it hasn't affected how I feel about taking
holidays in England next year

Yes, it's put me off taking holidays in England
next year

Yes, it's made me more likely to take holidays
in England next year

Higher among families (28%), also 
those not as keen on England holidays 
– 29% among those neutral/ disliking 

England hols 
 

Also higher among those most 
seriously affected by economy (24%) 



Points to Ponder 

• Although a slightly increased proportion have taken/ plan to take breaks in 
England in 2012 vs 2011, the uplift is largely due to breaks as yet untaken; 
plans for these may not come to fruition 
 

And if so, 2012 could be up to 5% down on 2011 

 Most affected being 4+ night breaks; 1-3 night breaks holding steady 

 

• Most England breaks taken are holidays, though 4 in 10 are to visit family/ 
friends 
 

• Motivators for holidaying in England are positive – to return to a place 
liked, go somewhere new, liking England, and the ease vs going abroad 
 

• 1 in 4 taking an England break were replacing one taken abroad- financial 
reasons being a strong reason for this 
 

• There are indications of increased levels of disappointment with replacing a 
holiday abroad with one in England, and this, with the poor weather in 
2012, contributes to an increased wish to go abroad next year 



2013 holiday plans…and 
beyond 

Looking ahead 



2013 holiday plans indicate a shift abroad, at the expense of all 
lengths of England break …in past we’ve seen optimism for all breaks- this 

is 1st time seeing optimism for abroad but NOT England 

Holidays/ breaks likely to take in 2013 (%) 
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Q12. Which of the following holidays or breaks do you think you’ll take next year in 2013? 
Base: All (1000+) 

Total 

2012 

(%) 

Total 

2011 

(%) 

2013 vs 

2012 

(% pts) 

60 56 -4 

47 37 -8 

24 25 -3 

6 5 -2 

21 19 +2 

15 12 - 

7 7 +1 

3 2 -1 

49 52 +10 

10 7 -4 

23 22 +4 

28 32 +5 

23 21 -4 



Those likely to take less England breaks in 2013 vs 2012 chiefly cite 
financial pressures, but a return to holidays abroad is also key 

Reasons for being likely to take LESS 2013 breaks in ENGLAND than took/planned in 2012 (%) 
 

Q14j. You said you’ll be likely to take LESS (length of break) England breaks in 2013 than 
you did in 2012.  Why is this? Base: Those saying they’ll take less England breaks in 2013 
than in 2012 

1-3 nights 4-7 nights 8+ nights 

Base size 102 117 125 

Won't be able to afford to take 51 53 50 

Will go abroad instead 13 23 22 

No real reason  11 10 8 

Change in family / personal circumstances 10 6 7 

Will take longer holidays in England instead 5 4 1 

Won't be going to same/as many events (eg 

Olympics, weddings, celebrations) 5 7 3 

Poor weather 5 6 4 

Something else 5 4 4 

Will take shorter holidays in England instead 3 9 9 

Put off by previous holidays in England 2 6 6 
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Once the economy recovers, holidays abroad of 4+ nights and those 
to England of 1-7 nights are likely to see most volume increase 

Likely change to current pattern when the economy recovers (%) 

Q14f. And when the economy recovers, will you tend to take any MORE or LESS of the 
following types of holiday or short breaks than you are nowadays? (Base All: 1000+) 



Conclusions - 2012 

• If those still planning trips in England by end 2012 take them, it would 
result in 4% more taking England holidays than in 2011 

 

• However, if these don’t come to fruition, 2012 would end lower than 2011 

Short 1-3 day breaks in England are holding steady; 4+ nights are hardest hit 
 

• Although the fall in numbers taking a break in England are mainly down for 
financial reasons, around 1 in 10 of those taking less holiday in England 
during 2012 went abroad instead 
 

• Although the Diamond Jubilee and Olympic/Paralympic events during 2012 
caused 14% to change holiday plans, the net impact on domestic tourism 
looks marginal 
 

• The poor weather during summer 2012 caused 16% to change their holiday 
plans; largely cancelling/ shortening/ postponing trips within England 

 

• Trips abroad have been harder hit; even if those still planned take place, 
the numbers taking 7+ night trips will be down year on year 

 

 



Conclusions - 2013 

• People are hoping to take more holiday abroad in 2013, due to: 

 

An increased level of optimism over the economy and personal finances 

 

A rising level of disappointment in switching a break abroad to one in England 

 

The 2012 weather, which caused 16% to change plans in 2012, and 2 in 10 to feel 

put off taking a holiday in England in 2013 

 

• In past research we have seen that expectations are not always realised, 
but if people ARE able to take more holiday abroad in 2013, it will be 
instead of, rather than additional to, England holidays which look to be 
down on 2012 expectations 

 

• Beyond 2013, an improved economy is likely to see an uplift in medium 
and long term holidays abroad, AND medium and particularly short breaks 
in England – support for England holidays remains strong 

 



Recommendations 

• 1 in 10 were still planning to take a break in England during 2012 

 

 Promoting England as a great place for short Autumn breaks could help translate 

intentions to reality 

 

• The upsurge of pride generated by the Summer events should be 
harnessed and used to remind people to take holidays in England 

 

 Their love of discovering the new, AND going back to old favourites are good 

messages to promote 

 



Thank you 


